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a b s t r a c t
We examined how testing potentiates self-regulated learning and alleviates the foresight
bias—an illusion of competence that arises from information being present during study
but absent at test—and whether such beneﬁts can transfer to non-tested material. After
studying paired associates that varied in difﬁculty, participants either restudied or were
tested on all the pairs (Experiment 1); were tested on only half of the pairs (Experiment
2); or were tested on half of the pairs and restudied the remaining pairs (Experiments 3
and 4). All items were then restudied at participants’ own pace before a ﬁnal cued-recall
test. In Experiment 1, interim tests enhanced the effectiveness of subsequent study time
and alleviated the foresight bias, whereas interim restudying had no such beneﬁts.
Experiments 2, 3, and 4 demonstrated that such test-potentiated self-regulated learning
can transfer to non-tested items if restudied intermixed with items that were tested. The
results demonstrate yet another practical beneﬁt of testing and suggest that retrieval practice can foster metacognitive sophistication among learners, serving as an experiencebased debiasing procedure.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Beneﬁts of testing

As the popularity of online courses grows and technological advances usher in new means of instruction, learning is increasingly occurring in unsupervised settings
outside of the classroom. Consequently, learners are
becoming more autonomous agents in their own education, responsible for initiating and managing their own
learning. Such self-regulated learning has been the focus
of much empirical work (for a comprehensive review, see
Bjork, Dunlosky, & Kornell, 2013), and the current study
contributes to this important line of research. In particular,
we examined how testing informs learners’ subsequent
self-regulated study behavior.

Decades of research overwhelmingly supports the notion that tests, far from acting merely as passive assessments of what has been learned, confer myriad direct
and indirect beneﬁts to learning (see, e.g., Carpenter,
2012; Roediger, Putnam, & Smith, 2011). To date, most of
the empirical work on test-enhanced learning has emphasized the direct beneﬁts of testing—that is, the learning
effects driven by the test itself (i.e., the testing effect; for a
comprehensive review, see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).
Here, the retrieval practice that is promoted by testing acts
as a ‘‘memory modiﬁer’’ (Bjork, 1975) in the sense that it
renders the successfully retrieved information more recallable in the future than if that same information received no
retrieval practice or was permitted additional study time.
The testing effect has emerged as one of the most robust
and reliable effects in all of memory research.
More relevant to the current study is the growing
literature suggesting that tests can also have indirect, or
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mediated, effects on learning. The learning beneﬁts associated with testing can, for example, transfer to non-tested
material, a phenomenon termed retrieval-induced facilitation. Chan, McDermott, and Roediger (2006; see also Chan,
2009; Chan, 2010) showed that testing participants after
reading prose passages facilitated later memory for tested
information, but also enhanced memory, albeit to a lesser
extent, for related content that was presented in the
passage but not tested.1 Likewise, Little, Bjork, Bjork, and
Angello (2012) demonstrated that multiple-choice tests
can foster learning of previously tested information and, to
a lesser extent, information related to plausible (i.e., competitive) incorrect alternatives. Competitive alternatives, Little et al. argue, induce students to recall why those
alternatives are incorrect, thus leading to retrieval-induced
facilitation of those items.
Tests can also enhance the effectiveness of subsequent
encoding, a phenomenon termed test-potentiated learning.
This was ﬁrst demonstrated by Izawa (1966; see also
Izawa, 1968; Izawa, 1970; Izawa, 1971) who showed that
increasing the number of tests facilitates subsequent encoding when the tested material is restudied, a ﬁnding that
has been recently replicated and extended (Arnold &
McDermott, 2013; Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2012; Hays,
Kornell, & Bjork, 2013; Karpicke, 2009; Karpicke &
Roediger, 2007; Kornell, Hays, & Bjork, 2009). Arnold and
McDermott (2013), for example, varied the number of
interim tests between the initial study of Russian–English
word pairs (e.g., medved—bear) and their subsequent restudy. A variety of analyses were then conducted to isolate the
indirect effects of the tests, the most crucial of which examined the number of previously unrecalled items that were
acquired during restudy trials—that is, items that were not
successfully retrieved immediately before restudy but were
successfully retrieved immediately after restudy. Consistent
with the notion that tests potentiate subsequent learning,
more previously unrecalled items were acquired during
restudy trials when more interim tests had been taken.
Test-potentiated learning also appears to transfer to
new and more complex materials. Wissman, Rawson, and
Pyc (2011) had participants study expository texts on, for
example, the US labor market or greenhouse gases, which
were divided into three sections. Participants in the interim-test condition attempted to recall each section’s material before studying the next section, whereas participants
in the no-interim-test condition were only prompted to
recall the third (ﬁnal) section. Across ﬁve experiments,
recall of the ﬁnal section was greater when interim tests
had been taken for the previous two sections compared to
when no such tests had been taken. That is, interim tests
enhanced the learning of new material. Speculating on
the possible mechanisms, Wissman et al. suggested that
tests may engender more effective subsequent encoding
strategies (see also Pyc & Rawson, 2010; Pyc & Rawson,

1
There is also a large literature on retrieval-induced forgetting showing
that retrieval of tested material can impair memory for non-tested material
(see Anderson, 2003; Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994). Whether retrieval
induces memory facilitation or forgetting may depend on how well the tobe-remembered materials are integrated and the length of delay between
retrieval practice and the ﬁnal test (see Chan, 2009).

2012). Alternatively—or, additionally—tests may protect
against proactive interference (Szpunar, McDermott, &
Roediger, 2008) and/or reduce mind-wandering (Szpunar,
Khan, & Schacter, 2013). Regardless of the responsible
mechanism(s), however, it is clear that taking tests can enhance subsequent learning of tested and non-tested
material.
Finally—and undoubtedly a contributing factor to the
potentiating effects of testing—tests also bestow a metacognitive beneﬁt to the learner. Generally speaking, tests
are useful internal assessment tools in the sense that they
allow one to become aware of gaps in one’s knowledge,
which, in turn, can then aid in the assessment of whether
information is likely to be remembered in the future (e.g.,
Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991; see Rhodes & Tauber, 2011). If
permitted practice with multiple study-test phases, for
example, the accuracy of participants’ memory predictions
often improve markedly (e.g., Benjamin, 2003; Castel,
2008; Finn & Metcalfe, 2007; King, Zechmeister, & Shaughnessy, 1980; Koriat, 1997; Koriat, Sheffer, & Ma’ayan,
2002), presumably because prior testing equips the learner
with information that is diagnostic of future recall—
namely, whether speciﬁc items were previously recalled
or not. Indeed, recent survey studies have shown that
learners engage in self-testing primarily to assess their
own learning (e.g., Hartwig & Dunlosky, 2012; Kornell &
Son, 2009). Without a testing experience, learners are
prone to metacognitive illusions that are marked by dissociations between predicted and actual memory performance (e.g., Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998; Castel,
McCabe, & Roediger, 2007; Hertzog, Dunlosky, Robinson,
& Kidder, 2003; Koriat, Bjork, Sheffer, & Bar, 2004; Soderstrom & McCabe, 2011; Zechmeister & Shaughnessy, 1980).
The foresight bias
For current purposes, we focus on one metacognitive
illusion that was initially demonstrated in a study by
Koriat and Bjork (2005), who showed that learners, when
not permitted a testing experience, are susceptible to a
foresight bias, which refers to an overestimation of one’s
future memory performance brought about by the inherent discrepancy between study and test situations. More
speciﬁcally, prospective judgments that are solicited during study are typically made in conjunction with information that is absent, but needs to be recalled, during testing.
Koriat and Bjork had participants study and make memory
predictions for paired associates that differed in their associative direction. For forward pairs there existed, according
to word association norms, a stronger association from the
cue word to the target word than from the target word to
the cue word, whereas for backward pairs, the opposite was
true. To illustrate, the pair umbrella–rain is considered a
forward pair because the likelihood of umbrella eliciting
rain is very high, whereas the likelihood of rain eliciting
umbrella is very low. Conversely, the pair rain–umbrella is
considered a backward pair because the stronger association is from the target word (umbrella) to the cue word
(rain). Participants, presumably basing their predictions
on the overall ﬂuency (i.e., ease of processing) that derived
from studying each pair as a whole, were insensitive to
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associative directionality, giving equivalent memory predictions for forward and backward pairs when asked to assess the likelihood that they would be able to recall the
target word when later presented with the cue word. As
predicted by the word association norms, however, ﬁnal
recall favored the forward pairs, and thus the foresight bias
was conﬁrmed.
Subsequent research by Koriat and Bjork (2006a; Koriat
and Bjork, 2006b) examined debiasing procedures—one
theory-based and one experience-based—intended to alleviate the foresight bias. As the name implies, the theorybased debiasing procedure involved helping participants
formulate a general theory pertaining to the conditions that
lead to the foresight bias, which was explicitly explained to
participants after an initial study-test phase. The experience-based debiasing procedure, on the other hand, involved simply permitting the learner study-test practice,
which, as previously discussed, can by itself substantially
improve metacognitive accuracy. Koriat and Bjork (2006b)
found that both the theory- and experience-based debiasing procedures sensitized participants to the distinction between forward and backward associates when the same
pairs were restudied. Speciﬁcally, although forward and
backward pairs received equivalent predictions and
study-time allocation during the ﬁrst study phase, backward pairs were given lower predictions and allocated
more study time than forward pairs during the subsequent,
post-test restudy phase.
Importantly, Koriat and Bjork (2006b) found that only
theory-based debiasing transferred to new items, suggesting that the success of testing as an experience-based debiasing procedure is item-speciﬁc, and thus does not help
learners formulate a rule that can be applied beyond the
original learning context. As Koriat and Bjork (2006b) put
it: ‘‘. . .participants’ study-test experience equips them
with useful mnemonic cues about the recallability of different items to the extent of improving their monitoring
on a repeated study of these items but provides them with
little insight into what they have learned from study-test
practice’’ (p. 1139). Although such a conclusion is reasonable given Koriat and Bjork’s (2006b) results, it remains
an open question whether experience-based debiasing of
the foresight bias is indeed restricted to tested information
because no research, to our knowledge, has investigated
the potential of such debiasing on non-tested material that
is restudied amongst material that was tested. If successful
experience-based debiasing is limited to tested information, then we would not expect learners to sensitize to
associative directionality for any type of non-tested material. However, if the crucial determinant is reexposure to
material after a test, then it is possible that learners can
gain an appreciation for the forward-backward distinction,
even for items that were not tested.
Theories of study-time allocation
A wealth of research on self-regulated learning—including Koriat and Bjork’s (2006b) previously described study
investigating the foresight bias—has focused on how learners choose to allocate their study time (for reviews, see
Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011; Son & Kornell, 2008). Given that
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present study is also concerned with this issue, we thought
it useful to brieﬂy review the two dominant theories of
study-time allocation, both of which drew heavily upon
Nelson and Leonesio’s (1988) monitoring-affects-control
hypothesis (see also, Nelson & Narens, 1990). Brieﬂy
stated, this hypothesis posits that learners monitor, or reﬂect upon, their own learning and then use this monitoring
to control, or modify, their subsequent behavior.
One model of study-time allocation that directly captures the monitoring-control relationship is the discrepancy-reduction model (Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998;
Dunlosky & Thiede, 1998), which asserts that learners will
study difﬁcult items (or at least those items perceived as
more difﬁcult) longer than easy items in an attempt to reduce the discrepancy between what has been learned and
what is sought to be learned. Stated in their own words,
‘‘An item will be continued to be studied. . .until the person’s
perceived degree of learning meets or exceeds the norm of
study’’ (Dunlosky & Thiede, 1998, p. 1024). Data supporting
this model include negative correlations between study
time and judged item difﬁculty, a relationship that was
found in most of the early studies investigating study-time
allocation (e.g., Nelson, Dunlosky, Graf, & Narens, 1994; for
a review, see Son & Metcalfe, 2000).
To accommodate later research showing that learners’
study decisions can hinge on whether time constraints are
imposed (e.g., Son & Metcalfe, 2000), the region of proximal
learning model (Metcalfe, 2002; Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005)
was developed, which, like the discrepancy-reduction model, generally predicts that people will selectively allocate
more time to items that they believe they have not learned.
However, the region of proximal learning model departs
from the discrepancy-reduction model by emphasizing that
the perceived rate of learning is the crucial determinant of
how long one will persist in studying to-be-learned information: namely, learners will study material until the beneﬁts of studying are perceived no more, or at least when
the rate of learning is substantially reduced. Indeed, Metcalfe and Kornell (2005) showed that, under some circumstances, it is the moderately difﬁcult items, rather than the
most difﬁcult items, that are studied the longest. Items of
moderate difﬁculty, it was argued, are associated with longer durations of perceived learning compared to both easy
items, which are learned quickly, and extremely difﬁcult
items, which are too difﬁcult to learn.
For current purposes, the important point is that the
two prevailing theories of study-time allocation, while
certainly differing in some aspects, both assume that people will spend a disproportionate amount of time studying information that is perceived to be unlearned.2
Without an objective measure of what has been learned,
however, learners are limited to basing their study-time
decisions on what they think they know, rather than what
they actually know. An explicit memory test may be particularly useful in providing the learner with more objective
information about what has been learned, which would
2
Another, more recently formulated model of study-time allocation—the
agenda-based regulation model (Ariel, Dunlosky, & Bailey, 2009; see also
Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011)—argues a major role for one’s agendas, or goals,
when allocating study time.
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better advise learners’ subsequent study decisions as compared to if these decisions were exclusively made on subjective grounds.

The present study
The present study was conducted to examine how
retrieval practice inﬂuences learners’ subsequent selfallocated study time and to determine whether experience-based debiasing of the foresight bias can, under some
circumstances, generalize to non-tested items. We note
that the foresight bias typically refers to the accuracy of
predictive judgments, which we did not solicit in the
current study; however, as Koriat and Bjork (2006b) demonstrated, study time can be used as a proxy for predictive
judgments and thus we felt justiﬁed investigating the foresight bias as indexed by study time. Given the previously
discussed beneﬁts of testing—particularly, that tests
potentiate learning and that retrieval practice improves
metacognitive awareness—we predicted that interim tests
would enhance the efﬁciency and effectiveness of learners’
subsequent self-paced study and could alleviate the foresight bias. Tests reveal to the learner what has and has
not been learned, and thus they should selectively direct
subsequent restudy efforts toward items that were not
successfully recalled during the interim test. Furthermore,
given the ever-growing literature showing that the beneﬁts of testing transfer beyond tested information, we anticipated that non-tested material, if restudied amongst

material that had been tested, would also reap the beneﬁts
of the testing experience.
Our general methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1. Participants initially studied a list of paired associates comprised
of three levels of difﬁculty (forward, backward, and unrelated word pairs; see Koriat & Bjork, 2005). Next, participants were either tested on all of the items or restudied
all of them (Experiment 1); were tested on only half of
the pairs (Experiment 2); or were tested on half of the pairs
and restudied the remaining pairs (Experiment 3 and 4). In
all experiments, all 36 pairs were then restudied at a pace
controlled by the participants, who were instructed to
study the pairs long enough such that the second word
could be recalled if given the ﬁrst word. Lastly, a ﬁnal test
of all of the items was administered. Such a procedure permitted an examination of how an interim test inﬂuences
subsequent study behavior of both tested and non-tested
items, and whether such inﬂuences are beneﬁcial to the
learner.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to determine how interim
testing and interim restudying inﬂuence subsequent
study-time allocation. After studying a mixture of forward,
backward, and unrelated paired associates, one group of
participants was tested on all of the pairs (interim-test
group), whereas the other group restudied the pairs again
(interim-restudy group). Both groups then restudied all of

Experiment 1
Study

Interim Test

Restudy (Self-Paced)

Final Test
5 min

Study

Interim Restudy

Restudy (Self-Paced)

Final Test

Restudy (Self-Paced)

Final Test

Restudy (Self-Paced)

Final Test

Restudy (Self-Paced)

Final Test

Restudy (Self-Paced)

Final Test

Experiment 2
1/2

Interim Test

1/2

Interim Math

Study

Experiment 3
1/2

Interim Test

Study
1/2

Interim Restudy

Experiment 4
Study

Interim Restudy
1/2

Interim Test

Study
1/2

Interim Restudy

Fig. 1. Schematic of basic experimental procedures for Experiments 1–4.
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the pairs one last time at their own pace before a ﬁnal test.
Immediately after the ﬁnal test, a follow-up question was
asked regarding the study strategies participants’ used
during the self-paced study phase. We expected that the
interim-test group would show relatively more effective
subsequent study-time allocation and, unlike the interimrestudy group, would become sensitive to the subtle, yet
important, distinction between forward and backward
associates.
Method
Participants, design, and materials
Thirty-six undergraduates at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) participated for partial course
credit. We used a between-subjects design such that participants were assigned to either the interim-restudy or
interim-test condition (18 participants in each). The materials were 36 word pairs composed of 12 forward associates, 12 backward associates, and 12 unrelated items
(according to Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998). To determine which items would be designated forward and backward associates, we ﬁrst compiled a list of 24 pairs with
asymmetric associations (i.e., pairs with strong forward
associations but weak backward associations). We then divided these pairs into two sets of 12 that were equated in
terms of their average forward and backward associative
strength. For one set, the average forward and backward
associative strength was .544 and .028, respectively; for
the other set, the averages were .555 and .020, respectively. We then assigned one set to be forward associates
(with the strongest association from the cue word to the
target word) and one set to be backward associates (with
the strongest association from the target word to the cue
word), which was counterbalanced across participants.
Twelve unrelated pairs (with zero associative strength)
were also included.
Procedure
All participants ﬁrst studied the 36 paired associates
(12 forward, 12 backward, 12 unrelated) one at a time
for 5 s each in a randomized order. The interim-restudy
group then restudied all of the pairs again for 5 s each in
a new randomized order, whereas the interim-test group
took a cued-recall test. For the interim test, all 36 cue
words were presented one at a time for 5 s each in a randomized order, with participants instructed to recall their
corresponding target word in that time. Responses were
typed and no corrective feedback was provided. Both
groups then restudied all items again at their own pace.
The instructions for this phase were as follows: ‘‘You will
now study the word pairs one last time AT YOUR OWN
PACE. Once you think that you have studied the pair long
enough to be able to recall the second word if presented
with the ﬁrst word, press ‘done’ underneath the pair.’’
The self-paced study phase was followed by a brief distractor task (5 min of Tetris) before a ﬁnal cued-recall test in
which all 36 cue words were presented one at a time for
5 s each in a randomized order, and participants were
instructed to type in each target word within that time.
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After the ﬁnal test was completed, participants were
asked a follow-up question regarding their study strategies
during the self-paced study phase. The questionnaire was a
modiﬁed version of the Personal Encoding Preferences
Questionnaire (see Hertzog & Dunlosky, 2004) and was
worded as follows:
During the last study phase of the experiment when
you studied each pair at your own pace, what study
strategies did you use (mark all that apply)?
1. Rote repetition (saying the word pair over and over)
2. Attentive reading (reading over or saying the word
pair once in your mind)
3. Semantic reference (relating the word pair to something of meaning in your life)
4. Focal attention (focusing on the word pair by looking
or staring at it until you can see the pair clearly in
your mind)
5. Imagery (imagining a scene using the two words as
images in it)
6. Sentence generation (constructing a sentence using
both of the words)
7. Other strategy (please explain).
Results and discussion
Interim-recall performance
As intended, there was an effect of item type (forward,
backward, unrelated) on interim-recall performance as
evidenced by a one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), F(2, 34) = 30.90, p < .05, g2p ¼ :65. Recall of
forward pairs was higher than backward pairs (.73 vs. .45,
respectively), t(17) = 5.91, p < .05, d = 1.30, and recall of
backward pairs was marginally higher than unrelated pairs
(.45 vs. 36, respectively), t(17) = 1.62, p = .12, d = .32.
Study-time allocation
Fig. 2 presents participants’ mean subsequent studytime allocation for each item type after an interim test or
interim restudy. Focusing ﬁrst on each condition’s overall
mean study time, comparing interim restudy to interim
test (overall), a 2 (condition: interim restudy vs. interim
test)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated)
mixed-model ANOVA revealed that the interim-test group
spent more time studying items than the interim-restudy
group, F(1, 34) = 7.73, p < .05, g2p ¼ :19, and that study-time
allocation was inﬂuenced by the type of item being studied, F(2, 68) = 25.46, p < .05, g2p ¼ :43. However, these main
effects were qualiﬁed by a reliable interaction,
F(2, 68) = 8.39, p < .05, g2p ¼ :20. Whereas no study time
difference was found between conditions for forward pairs
(p > .05), the interim-test group allocated more time than
the interim-restudy group to backward pairs, t(34) = 2.80,
p < .05, d = .93, and unrelated pairs, t(34) = 3.05, p < .05,
d = 1.02.
Still comparing interim restudy to interim test (overall),
we speciﬁcally examined whether an interim test sensitized learners to the distinction between forward and
backward associative strength by conducting a 2 (condition: interim restudy vs. interim test)  2 (item type: forward vs. backward) mixed-model ANOVA. This analysis
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Study Time (sec)
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8

Interim Test (Correct)

7

Interim Test (Incorrect)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Forward
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Item Type
Fig. 2. Mean study-time allocation as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following interim restudy or an interim test in
Experiment 1. For the interim-test condition, overall study time is reported as well as mean study times conditionalized on whether items were correctly or
incorrectly recalled during the interim test. Error bars represent standard error of the means.

revealed a reliable interaction, F(1, 34) = 10.25, p < .05,
g2p ¼ :23. As evident in Fig. 2, the interim-test group devoted more time overall to backward pairs than forward
pairs, t(17) = 4.15, p < .05, d = .82, whereas the interimrestudy group studied forward and backward pairs for
the same duration (p > .05). Thus, taking an interim test
alleviated the foresight bias as indexed by study time
allocation. It should be noted, however, that the interimrestudy group was not completely insensitive to item
difﬁcultly as unrelated pairs were allocated more time
than both forward pairs, t(17) = 4.58, p < .05, d = .56, and
backward pairs, t(17) = 4.07, p < .05, d = .46, in this condition. Participants in the interim-test group also allocated
the most time overall to unrelated pairs, studying them
longer than backward pairs, t(17) = 3.50, p < .05, d = .82.
We next examined how performance on the interim
test inﬂuenced participants’ subsequent self-paced study
time. Fig. 2 presents the interim-test group’s mean subsequent study times conditionalized on whether items were
correctly or incorrectly recalled during the interim test.
(We note that incorrect responses for all experiments included errors of omission and commission, although the
former was far more common). A 2 (interim-recall accuracy: correct vs. incorrect)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed
that, unsurprisingly, items recalled incorrectly on the interim test were allocated more subsequent study time than
items recalled correctly, F(1, 17) = 48.90, p < .05, g2p ¼ :74,
and that there was an effect of item type, F(2, 34) = 9.62,
p < .05, g2p ¼ :35. However, these effects were qualiﬁed by
a reliable interaction, F(2, 34) = 5.21, p = .05, g2p ¼ :24. For
correct items, no differences in study time were found
across item type, F(2, 34) = 1.45, p > .05, g2p ¼ :08, perhaps
suggesting that participants quickly terminated study after
realizing that these items had been successfully recalled
during the interim test. For incorrect items, however, study
time increased monotonically with item difﬁculty,
F(2, 34) = 8.39, p < .05, g2p ¼ :33. Backward pairs were studied marginally longer than forward pairs, t(17) = 1.69,
p = .10, d = .55, and unrelated pairs were studied longer
than backward pairs, t(17) = 2.93, p < .05, d = .59. Finally,

it is clear from Fig. 2 that participants in the interim-restudy condition did not restudy items any longer than interim-test participants restudied items that were correctly
recalled during the interim test (F < 1).
Final-recall performance
The proportions of items recalled on the ﬁnal cued-recall test by the interim-restudy and interim-test groups
are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of item type (the dashed
lines embedded in the interim-test group’s data bars represent performance on the interim-recall test). A 2 (condition: interim restudy vs. interim test)  3 (item type:
forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed two signiﬁcant effects: The interim-test group recalled more items overall than the interim-restudy group,
F(1, 34) = 6.37, p < .05, g2p ¼ :16, and recall was affected by
item type, F(2, 68) = 21.64, p < .05, g2p ¼ :39.
It is also clear from Fig. 3 that the interim-test group
greatly proﬁted from the self-paced study phase. A 2 (recall:
interim test vs. ﬁnal test)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that
the interim-test group recalled more items during the
ﬁnal-recall test than the interim-recall test, F(1, 34) =
76.92, p < .05, g2p ¼ :82. This was true for forward pairs,
t(17) = 5.80, p < .05, d = 1.26, backward pairs, t(17) = 7.19,
p < .05, d = 1.51, and unrelated pairs, t(17) = 7.71, p < .05,
d = 1.13. Furthermore, the interim-test group’s substantial
gains in acquiring new items during the self-paced study
phase did not come at the expense of previously recalled
items: 98% of the forward pairs, 96% of the backward pairs,
and 97% of the unrelated pairs recalled during the interim
test were also recalled during the ﬁnal recall test.
Study strategies
Fig. 4 presents participants’ self-reported study strategies used during the self-paced study phase (reported after
the ﬁnal test). The vertical dashed line equally divides the
strategies into what previous experimental research has
established as relatively ineffective (rote repetition,
attentive reading, focal attention) and effective (semantic
reference, imagery, sentence generation) study strategies
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Fig. 3. Mean proportion of items correctly recalled on the ﬁnal cued-recall test as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following
interim restudy or an interim test in Experiment 1. The dashed lines embedded in the interim-test data bars denote interim-recall performance. Error bars
represent standard error of the means.
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Fig. 4. Number of participants (out of 18 in each condition) who reported using each encoding strategy during the self-paced study phase following interim
restudy or an interim test in Experiment 1. Strategies to the left of the vertical dashed have been shown by previous research to be ineffective; strategies to
the right of the dashed line have been shown to be effective. Note that participants could indicate using more than one strategy as they were instructed to
‘mark all that apply’.

for paired-associate learning. With the exception of rote
rehearsal, ineffective strategies appeared to be reported
more often by interim-restudy participants than interimtest participants, whereas effective strategies appeared to
be reported by more interim-test participants than
interim-restudy participants. Furthermore, of all reported
strategies (53 in the interim-restudy group; 55 in the interim-test group), the interim-restudy group reported using
57% ineffective and 43% effective strategies, whereas the
interim-test group reported 42% ineffective and 58% effective strategies. Thus, not only did taking an interim test
lead participants to effectively devote more time to difﬁcult items, it also appeared to foster more effective study
strategies.
Experiment 1 revealed several ﬁndings of interest. First,
the interim-test group spent more time studying items
during the self-paced study phase than the interim-restudy
group and, as predicted, taking an interim test alleviated
the foresight bias. Unsurprisingly, the interim-test group
allocated most of their subsequent study time to items that

were not successfully recalled on the interim test with
study time for these items increasing monotonically with
item difﬁculty. For items recalled correctly on the interim
test, however, no study time differences were found as a
function of item difﬁculty, suggesting that participants
quickly terminated study after realizing that these items
had already been recalled during the interim test. Without
a testing experience to draw upon, participants in the interim-restudy condition did not restudy items any longer
than interim-test participants restudied previously recalled items, perhaps reﬂecting an illusion of knowing
brought about by the subjective ﬂuency in which items
were processed upon the their third presentation. A follow-up questionnaire revealed that the quality of restudying also favored the interim-test group, whose participants
reported using relatively more effective encoding strategies during the self-paced study phase. Consequently, ﬁnal
recall in Experiment 1 favored the interim-test condition
across all items, demonstrating yet another instantiation
of test-potentiated learning.
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Experiment 2
Can the test-potentiated self-regulated learning demonstrated in Experiment 1 transfer to previously presented,
non-tested material? To illustrate, consider an instructor
who gives a quiz at the end of lecture covering half of
the lecture’s content. Experiment 1 showed that subsequent self-regulated learning of the quizzed material will
be enhanced, but might the non-quizzed material also
proﬁt from the quiz? Given recent ﬁndings that have suggested that tests can enhance the learning of tested and
non-tested information (see Carpenter, 2012), we predicted that it would. To explore this possibility, Experiment
2, as shown in Fig. 1, employed a methodology similar to
Experiment 1, except that all participants took an interim
test that included only half of the initially studied items
before restudying all of the items—tested and nontested—at their own pace.
Method
Participants, design, materials, and procedure
Twenty-eight undergraduates at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) participated for partial course
credit. The design, materials, and procedure were similar
to Experiment 1 with the exception that all participants
took an interim-test covering half of the initially studied
items. For those items that were not tested during the interim, simple math problems (e.g., 8  3 = ?) were performed in their place in order to equate procedure time
with Experiment 1. Like the interim-test trials, the math
problems were ﬁxed-paced at 5 s each, during which time
participants typed in their responses. To determine which
items would be tested during the interim and which would
not, we ﬁrst randomly divided the items from each item
type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) into two
sets of six. Counterbalanced across participants, one set
of each item type was designated interim-test items,
whereas the other set was designated non-interim-test
items, in which math problems were performed in their
place. The interim-test trials and math problems were randomly intermixed during the interim phase.
Results and discussion
Interim-recall performance
As intended, interim recall was affected by item type,
F(2, 54) = 18.34, p < .05, g2p ¼ :40. Forward pairs were better
recalled than backward pairs (.66 vs. .38, respectively),
t(27) = 6.20, p < .05, d = 1.21, and backward pairs were better recalled—numerically, but not statistically—than unrelated pairs (.38 vs. .30, respectively) (p > .05).
Study-time allocation
Fig. 5 presents participants’ mean subsequent studytime allocation for each item type after interim math or
an interim test. Focusing ﬁrst on each condition’s overall
study time, comparing interim math vs. interim test (overall), a 2 (condition: interim math vs. interim test)  3 (item
type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures

ANOVA showed that interim-math items (i.e., non-tested
items that were replaced by math problems during the interim phase) were devoted marginally more subsequent
restudy time than interim-test items, F(1, 27) = 4.14,
p = .06, g2p ¼ :13, and that study time for both interim-math
and interim-test items was inﬂuenced by item type,
F(2, 54) = 19.37, p < .05, g2p ¼ :42. Unlike Experiment 1, the
interaction was not reliable (F < 1).
A more focused 2 (condition: interim math vs. interim
test)  2 (item type: forward vs. backward) ANOVA on
each condition’s overall study time was conducted to
examine whether the foresight bias was alleviated for
non-tested (interim math) items when restudied amongst
items that had been tested. Consistent with this notion, a
main effect of item type, F(1, 27) = 8.07, p < .05, g2p ¼ :23,
but not a reliable interaction (F < 1), was found. Indeed,
as evident in Fig. 5, for interim-test items more subsequent
study time was allocated to backward pairs than forward
pairs, t(27) = 1.75, p = .09, d = .29, which was also true for
interim-math items, t(27) = 2.49, p < .05, d = .43. For completeness, we note that unrelated pairs were allocated
more time than backward pairs for both interim-test items,
t(27) = 3.29, p < .05, d = 64, and interim-math items,
t(27) = 3.88, p < .05, d = .41.
Fig. 5 also presents interim-test items’ subsequent
study times conditionalized on whether items were correctly or incorrectly recalled during the interim test. A 2
(interim-recall accuracy: correct vs. incorrect)  3 (item
type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures
ANOVA revealed that more time was allocated to previously unrecalled items than previously recalled items,
F(1, 27) = 26.07, p < .05, g2p ¼ :49, and that there was an effect of item type, F(2, 54) = 4.99, p < .05, g2p ¼ :16. These effects, however, were qualiﬁed by a reliable interaction,
F(2, 54) = 5.44, p < .05, g2p ¼ :17. For correct items, no differences in study time were found across item type,
F(2, 54) = 1.01, p > .05, g2p ¼ :04. For incorrect items, however, there was an effect of item type, F(2, 54) = 5.55,
p < .05, g2p ¼ :17, such that no difference was found comparing forward and backward pairs (p > .05), but unrelated
pairs were studied longer than both forward pairs,
t(27) = 2.69, p < .05, d = .43, and backward pairs,
t(27) = 2.91, p < .05, d = .45.
It is also clear from Fig. 5 that interim-math items were
subsequently studied longer than correctly recalled interim-test items, F(1, 27) = 37.54, p < .05, g2p ¼ :58. Follow-up
t-tests showed this to be the case for forward pairs,
t(27) = 3.29, p < .05, d = .65, backward pairs, t(27) = 4.76,
p < .05, d = 1.16, and unrelated pairs, t(27) = 6.50, p < .05,
d = 1.63. Furthermore, the study time differences between
interim-math items and correctly recalled interim-test
items expanded as a function of item type, F(2, 54) = 16.13,
p < .05, g2p ¼ :37. Compared to incorrectly recalled interimtest items, however, interim-math items were allocated signiﬁcantly less time, F(1, 27) = 9.23, p < .05, g2p ¼ :26.
Follow-up tests showed this to be true for forward
pairs, t(27) = 3.21, p < .05, d = .60, and unrelated pairs,
t(27) = 2.71, p < .05, d = .34, but not for backward pairs
(p > .05). Thus, generally speaking, subsequent study times
for interim-math items fell in between study times for items
recalled correctly and incorrectly on the interim test.
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Fig. 5. Mean study-time allocation as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following interim math or an interim test in
Experiment 2. For the interim-test items, overall study time is reported as well as mean study times conditionalized on whether items were correctly or
incorrectly recalled during the interim test. Error bars represent standard error of the means.
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Fig. 6. Mean proportion of items correctly recalled on the ﬁnal cued-recall test as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following
interim math or an interim test in Experiment 2. The dashed lines embedded in the interim-test data bars denote interim-recall performance. Error bars
represent standard error of the means.

Final-recall performance
Fig. 6 shows the proportion of items correctly recalled
on the ﬁnal cued-recall test across item type as a function
of whether the items were tested during the interim or instead had math problems performed in their place (the
dashed lines embedded in the interim-test items’ data bars
represent their performance on the interim-recall test). A 2
(condition: interim math vs. interim test)  3 (item type:
forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed two signiﬁcant effects: Interim-test items were
better recalled, in general, than interim-math items,
F(1, 27) = 7.02, p < .05, g2p ¼ :21, and recall was inﬂuenced
by item type, F(2, 54) = 52.73, p < .05, g2p ¼ :66. For interim-test items, item type inﬂuenced ﬁnal recall,
F(2, 54) = 22.97, p < .05, g2p ¼ :46, such that forward pairs
were recalled better than backward pairs, t(27) = 7.79,
p < .05, d = 1.86; no difference was found between backward and unrelated pairs (p > .05). For interim-math items,
ﬁnal recall was inﬂuenced by item type in the same way,
F(2, 54) = 35.24, p < .05, g2p ¼ :57. That is, forward pairs
were better recalled than backward pairs, t(27) = 8.14,

p < .05, d = 1.71, but recall did not favor backward pairs
over unrelated pairs (p > .05).
Similar to Experiment 1, Fig. 6 also shows that interimtest items in Experiment 2 proﬁted substantially from the
self-paced study phase. A 2 (recall: interim test vs. ﬁnal
test)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that more interim-test
items were recalled during the ﬁnal-recall test than the interim-recall test, F(1, 27) = 105.58, p < .05, g2p ¼ :80. This
was true for forward pairs, t(27) = 5.30, p < .05, d = 1.35,
backward pairs, t(27) = 6.84, p < .05, d = .91, and unrelated
pairs, t(27) = 8.58, p < .05, d = 1.11.
Experiment 2 was conducted to determine whether the
test-potentiated self-regulated learning that was demonstrated for tested items in Experiment 1 could transfer to
non-tested items. Indeed, testing half of the items during
the interim enhanced study-time allocation for the
non-tested items. Speciﬁcally—and unlike in Experiment
1—non-tested items in Experiment 2 were relieved of the
foresight bias and were allocated more time than correctly
recalled interim-test items. Consequently, ﬁnal recall
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performance of the non-tested items approached that of
the interim-tested items, which is quite impressive given
that the non-tested items were only studied twice,
whereas interim-tested items were studied twice and were
afforded the additional re-exposure time that accompanied
successful recall on the interim test. This potentially unfair
advantage for interim-tested items was addressed in
Experiment 3.
Experiment 3
Experiment 2 showed that a testing experience can enhance study-time allocation of tested and non-tested material and provided the ﬁrst empirical evidence, to our
knowledge, that the experience-based debiasing procedure
of testing can alleviate the foresight bias, as indexed by
study time, for non-tested items. Experiment 3 sought to
determine whether these novel ﬁndings would replicate
after equating total exposure time for tested and non-tested
items, which was not controlled for in Experiment 2. To this
end, non-tested items in Experiment 3 were restudied
amongst tested items during the interim phase (see Fig. 1).
Method
Participants, design, materials, and procedure
Twenty-six undergraduates at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) participated for partial course
credit. The design, materials, and procedure were identical
to Experiment 2 with one exception: Whereas the nontested items in Experiment 2 were replaced with math
problems during the interim phase, non-tested items in
Experiment 3 were restudied. That is, half of the initially
studied items were tested and half were restudied prior
to all of the items being studied one ﬁnal time at participants’ own pace. Interim-test and interim-restudy trials
were randomly intermixed and were counterbalanced
across participants.
Results and Discussion
Interim-recall performance
As expected, interim recall was affected by item type,
F(2, 50) = 32.99, p < .05, g2p ¼ :57. Forward pairs were better
recalled than backward pairs (.73 vs. .47, respectively),
t(25) = 4.69, p < .05, d = 1.19, and backward pairs were better recalled than unrelated pairs (.47 vs. .31, respectively),
t(25) = 2.98, p < .05, d = .65.
Study-time allocation
Fig. 7 presents participants’ mean subsequent studytime allocation for each item type after interim restudy
or an interim test. First focusing on each condition’s overall
study time, comparing interim restudy vs. interim test
(overall), a 2 (condition: interim restudy vs. interim
test)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that interim-restudy
items and interim-test items were subsequently studied
for equal durations (F < 1), and that study time for both
interim-restudy and interim-test items was inﬂuenced by

item type, F(2, 50) = 16.10, p < .05, g2p ¼ :39. Like Experiment 2, the interaction was not reliable F(2, 50) = 1.78,
p > .05, g2p ¼ :06.
A more focused 2 (condition: interim restudy vs. interim test)  2 (item type: forward vs. backward) ANOVA on
each condition’s overall study time was conducted to
examine whether the foresight bias was alleviated for
non-tested (interim restudy) items—like it was in Experiment 2—when restudied amongst items that had been
tested. Consistent with this notion, a main effect of item
type, F(1, 25) = 14.69, p < .05, g2p ¼ :37, but not a reliable
interaction F(1, 25) = 1.29, p > .05, g2p ¼ :05, was found. Indeed, as evident in Fig. 7, more overall subsequent study
time was allocated to backward pairs than forward pairs
for interim-test items, t(25) = 2.64, p < .05, d = .52, and interim-restudy items, t(25) = 2.07, p < .05, d = .20.
We next turn to the interim-test items’ subsequent
study times conditionalized on whether they were correctly or incorrectly recalled during the interim test, which
are also presented in Fig. 7. A 2 (interim-recall accuracy:
correct vs. incorrect)  3 (item type: forward, backward,
unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA showed that more
time was allocated to items recalled incorrectly than correctly, F(1, 25) = 33.93, p < .05, g2p ¼ :58, and that there
was an effect of item type, F(2, 50) = 4.56, p < .05,
g2p ¼ :15. These effects, however, were qualiﬁed by a reliable interaction, F(2, 50) = 8.78, p < .05, g2p ¼ :26. For correct items, no differences in study time were found
across item type (F < 1). For incorrect items, however, there
was an effect of item type, F(2, 50) = 7.32, p < .05, g2p ¼ :23,
such that backward pairs were studied longer than forward
pairs t(25) = 2.60, p < .05, d = .46; no difference was found
comparing backward and unrelated pairs (p > .05).
It is also clear from Fig. 7 that interim-restudy items
were subsequently studied longer than correctly recalled
interim-test items, F(1, 25) = 10.89, p < .05, g2p ¼ :30, and
that such differences in study duration expanded as a function of item type, F(2, 50) = 4.29, p < .05, g2p ¼ :15. Indeed,
whereas only a marginal difference was found in favor of
interim-restudy for forward pairs, t(25) = 1.92, p = .07,
d = .32, clear differences were found for backward pairs,
t(25) = 2.21, p < .05, d = .60, and unrelated pairs,
t(25) = 4.54, p < .05, d = 1.05. Compared to incorrectly recalled interim-test items, however, interim-restudy items
were allocated signiﬁcantly less time, F(1, 25) = 8.39,
p < .05, g2p ¼ :25. This difference was only marginally signiﬁcant comparing backward pairs, t(25) = 1.97, p = .06,
d = .51, but was reliable for unrelated pairs, t(25) = 3.13,
p < .05, d = .66. Thus, as in Experiment 2, subsequent study
times for non-tested items in Experiment 3 fell in between
study times for items recalled correctly and incorrectly on
the interim test.
Final-recall performance
Fig. 8 shows the proportions of items correctly recalled
on the ﬁnal cued-recall test as a function of item type and
whether the items were tested or restudied during the interim (the dashed lines embedded in the interim-test
items’ data bars represent their performance on the interim-recall test). In contrast to Experiments 1 and 2, a 2 (condition: interim restudy vs. interim test)  3 (item type:
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Fig. 7. Mean study-time allocation as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following interim restudy or an interim test in
Experiment 3. For the interim-test items, overall study time is reported as well as mean study times conditionalized on whether items were correctly or
incorrectly recalled during the interim test. Error bars represent standard error of the means.
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Fig. 8. Mean proportion of items correctly recalled on the ﬁnal cued-recall test as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following
interim restudy or an interim test in Experiment 3. The dashed lines embedded in the interim-test data bars denote interim-recall performance. Error bars
represent standard error of the means.

forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed that interim-test items were not better recalled
than interim-restudy items (F < 1). There was, however, a
main effect of item type, F(2, 50) = 22.92, p < .05, g2p ¼ :48.
For interim-restudy items, item type inﬂuenced ﬁnal recall,
F(2, 50) = 16.44, p < .05, g2p ¼ :40, such that forward pairs
were recalled better than backward pairs, t(25) = 5.20,
p < .05, d = 1.22, but no difference was found between
backward and unrelated pairs (p > .05). For interim-test
items, ﬁnal recall was also inﬂuenced by item type,
F(2, 50) = 15.98, p < .05, g2p ¼ 39, such that forward pairs
were recalled better than backward pairs, t(25) = 4.06,
p < .05, d = 1.05, and backward pairs were recalled marginally better than unrelated pairs, t(25) = 2.02, p = .05, d = .41.
Similar to Experiments 1 and 2, Fig. 8 also shows that
interim-test items in Experiment 3 greatly proﬁted from
the self-paced study phase. A 2 (recall: interim test vs. ﬁnal
test)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that more interim-test
items were recalled during the ﬁnal-recall test than the interim-recall test, F(1, 25) = 71.77, p < .05, g2p ¼ :74. This was
true for forward pairs, t(25) = 4.75, p < .05, d = 1.05, back-

ward pairs, t(25) = 5.94, p < .05, d = 1.03, and unrelated
pairs, t(25) = 6.58, p < .05, d = 1.06.
Replicating the results of Experiment 2, Experiment 3
showed that test-potentiated self-regulated learning can
transfer to non-tested items, even after equating total
exposure time of tested and non-tested material by permitting participants to restudy the non-tested items during the
interim phase. Speciﬁcally, non-tested (interim restudy)
items were relieved of the foresight bias and were allocated
more time than correctly recalled interim-test items. As a
consequence of equal exposure time and enhanced studytime allocation, non-tested items were rendered just as
recallable during the ﬁnal recall test as interim-test items.

Experiment 4
Experiment 3 demonstrated that test-potentiated selfregulated learning can transfer to non-tested items if such
items are restudied intermixed with items that are tested,
even after equating total exposure time of tested and
non-tested material. Experiment 4 had two objectives.
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Fig. 9. Mean study-time allocation as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs) following pure interim restudy or interim restudy
mixed with testing in Experiment 4. For the mixed-test items, overall study time is reported as well as mean study times conditionalized on whether items
were correctly or incorrectly recalled during the interim test. Error bars represent standard error of the means.

First, we sought to replicate and extend the results of
Experiment 3 by including a ‘pure’ restudy condition (like
that included in Experiment 1) in which no items were
tested during the interim (see Fig. 1). Including this pure
restudy condition permits a direct comparison between
items that are restudied amongst tested items and those
that are not, thus providing an opportunity to examine
the robustness of the transfer effects shown in Experiment
3. The second objective of Experiment 4 was to explore a
possible mechanism for the transfer effects observed in
Experiment 3. Speciﬁcally, the interim test may have
encouraged participants to engage in covert self-testing
during the self-paced restudy phase (e.g., by covering up,
or directing attention away from, the target word). To
examine this possibility, participants in Experiment 4 were
asked the same follow-up question regarding their study
strategies as participants in Experiment 1, except that
self-testing was added as an answer option.
Method
Participants, design, materials, and procedure
Fifty-two undergraduates at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) participated for partial course
credit. Half (26) of the participants were assigned to the
pure restudy condition, which was identical to the interim
restudy condition in Experiment 1; the other half of the
participants were assigned to the mixed restudy/test condition, which was identical to Experiment 3. After the ﬁnal
test was completed, participants were asked a follow-up
question regarding their study strategies during the selfpaced study phase. This question was identical to that used
in Experiment 1, except that the following option was
added: ‘‘Self-testing (testing yourself on the second word
by covering it up or directing attention away from it).’’
Results and discussion
Study-time allocation
Fig. 9 presents participants’ mean subsequent studytime allocation for each item type after pure restudy or

restudy mixed with testing. Our primary focus concerned
the direct comparison of the non-tested restudied items
in each condition (‘pure restudy’ vs. ‘mixed restudy’), and
thus we restrict our analyses to these items. We note, however, that the general pattern of results for the other types
of items in the mixed restudy/test condition is consistent
with those reported in Experiment 3. We included these
data in Fig. 9 to convey this point.
We ﬁrst conducted a 2 (restudy condition: pure restudy
vs. mixed restudy)  3 (item type: forward, backward,
unrelated) mixed-model ANOVA, which revealed a main
effect of item type, F(2, 100) = 10.72, p < .05, g2p ¼ :18, and
a marginally signiﬁcant interaction, F(2, 100) = 3.04,
p = .06, g2p ¼ :06. More relevant for current purposes, we
conducted a 2 (restudy condition: pure restudy vs. mixed
restudy)  2 (item type: forward vs. backward)
mixed-model ANOVA to examine whether the foresight
bias was alleviated for mixed restudy items (like in
Experiment 3) but not for pure restudy items (like in
Experiment 1). Indeed, a reliable interaction was found,
F(1, 50) = 4.37, p < .05, g2p ¼ :08. For mixed-restudy items,
backward pairs were studied longer than forward pairs,
t(25) = 3.14, p < .05, d = .50, whereas for pure-restudy
items, forward and backward pairs were studied for the
same duration (p > .05).

Final-recall performance
Fig. 10 shows the proportions of items correctly recalled
on the ﬁnal cued-recall test as a function of item type for
the pure restudy condition and the mixed restudy/test
condition. A 2 (restudy condition: pure restudy vs. mixed
restudy)  3 (item type: forward, backward, unrelated)
mixed-model ANOVA revealed that mixed restudy items
were recalled better than pure restudy items,
F(1, 50) = 5.31, p < .05, g2p ¼ :10, and a main effect of item
type was also found, F(2, 100) = 26.32, p < .05, g2p ¼ :35.
The interaction was not reliable (p > .05). Finally—and
replicating Experiment 3—no recall differences were found
between the mixed restudy items and the mixed test items
(p > .05).
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Fig. 10. Mean proportion of items correctly recalled on the ﬁnal cued-recall test as a function of item type (forward, backward, and unrelated pairs)
following pure interim restudy or restudy mixed with interim testing in Experiment 4. For the mixed condition, separate recall bars are presented for items
that were restudied during the interim and items that were tested during the interim. The dashed lines embedded in the mixed-test data bars denote
interim-recall performance. Error bars represent standard error of the means.
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Fig. 11. Number of participants (out of 26 in each condition) who reported using each encoding strategy during the self-paced study phase following pure
interim restudy or restudy mixed with interim testing in Experiment 4. Strategies to the left of the vertical dashed have been shown by previous research to
be ineffective; strategies to the right of the dashed line have been shown to be effective. Note that participants could indicate using more than one strategy
as they were instructed to ‘mark all that apply’.

Study strategies
Fig. 11 presents participants’ self-reported study strategies used during the self-paced study phase (reported after
the ﬁnal test). Ineffective strategies appeared to be
reported more often, in general, by participants in the pure
restudy condition than by participants in the mixed restudy/test condition. Conversely, the effective strategies of
semantic reference and imagery appeared to be reported
relatively more often by participants in the mixed restudy/test condition. Relatively few participants in either
condition reported using self-testing.
Experiment 4 replicated and extended the results of
Experiment 3 by including a ‘pure’ restudy condition in
which no testing occurred during the interim phase. Similar to Experiment 3, items restudied intermixed with previously tested items were relieved of the foresight bias;
whereas, consistent with Experiment 1, pure restudy items
were not. Additionally, ﬁnal recall favored mixed restudy
items, which were as recallable during the ﬁnal test as
were items that were tested during the interim. Finally,

Experiment 4 explored the potential role of self-testing in
the transfer effects shown in Experiment 3. Inconsistent
with this account, relatively few participants in the mixed
restudy/test condition reported using self-testing during
the self-paced study phase.

General discussion
Four experiments showed that prior testing potentiates
self-regulated learning and, in particular, alleviates the
foresight bias (Koriat & Bjork, 2005) when using study time
as a proxy for predictive judgments (cf., Koriat & Bjork,
2006b). Experiment 1 revealed that learners, after an interim-test, selectively directed their restudy efforts to items
that were not successfully recalled on the interim test with
study time for these items increasing monotonically with
item difﬁculty. Furthermore, the interim-test group
became sensitive to the subtle, yet important, distinction
between forward and backward paired associates by
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allocating more restudy time to backward pairs than forward pairs, thus replicating Koriat & Bjork’s (2006b) ﬁnding that study-test practice can alleviate the foresight
bias. Participants in the interim-restudy condition, by contrast, were not sensitized to the difference between forward and backward pairs and did not restudy items any
longer than interim-test participants restudied previously
recalled items. Consequently, ﬁnal recall favored the interim-test group across all three types of items (forward,
backward, and unrelated pairs).
The interim-test group in Experiment 1 also reported
using more effective strategies during the self-paced study
phase than the interim-restudy group, a ﬁnding that aligns
with the overall study time advantage of the interim-test
group because effective strategies presumably require
more time to implement than ineffective strategies. That
taking an interim test engendered more effective subsequent encoding strategies is consistent with Pyc and
Rawson’s (2010; Pyc and Rawson, 2012) mediator-shift
hypothesis, which states that retrieval failures encourage
learners to shift to using more effective mediators during
a restudy opportunity. Brieﬂy, Pyc and Rawson (2012)
had participants study Swahili–English word pairs, generating and reporting associative keywords for each pair
(e.g., for Mshoni–Tailor, the learner might generate the keyword shoe because Mshoni sounds like shoe and a Tailor
makes them). Items were then presented for either
test-restudy practice or restudy practice alone, with
participants again reporting the keyword used to encode
each pair during each restudy opportunity. Supporting
the mediator-shift hypothesis, a greater proportion of
keywords were modiﬁed after test-restudy practice than
restudy practice alone, with most of the keyword modiﬁcations occurring after retrieval failures. Couched in this language, our results make sense given that the interim-test
group experienced retrieval failures during the prior interim test, whereas the interim-restudy group did not. Such
retrieval failures may have enabled interim-test participants to evaluate and modify the strategies they used to
originally encode the items (see Bahrick & Hall, 2005, for
a similar strategy-shift account proposed to explain spacing effects).3
Can the test-enhanced study-time allocation demonstrated in Experiment 1 transfer to previously presented,
non-tested material? Given the results from Experiments
2, 3, and 4, the answer is ‘yes’. Speciﬁcally, non-tested
items, when restudied amongst items that had been tested,
were relieved of the foresight bias and were appropriated
more study time than correctly recalled interim-test items.
This was the case when non-tested items were replaced
with math problems during the interim (Experiment 2)
and when total exposure time of tested and non-tested
items was equated (Experiments 3 and 4). That subsequent
3
Unlike Pyc and Rawson (2012), we solicited study strategies only once
during the experiment and thus recognize that no strong conclusions
regarding strategy shifts, per se, can be made. However, we ﬁnd it
reasonable to assume that by randomly assigning participants into our
two conditions, the interim-test and interim-restudy groups most likely did
not differ in their study strategies employed during the ﬁrst study phase.
Thus, the use of more effective strategies reported by the interim-test
group does, in all likelihood, reﬂect a shift in study strategies.

self-paced study of non-tested items was enhanced manifested in ﬁnal recall performance. In Experiment 2, ﬁnal recall only narrowly favored interim-tested items, which is
impressive given that the non-tested items were only studied twice, whereas interim-tested items were not only
studied twice but were also afforded additional exposure
time during the interim test. When this unfair advantage
was addressed in Experiments 3 and 4 by permitting participants to restudy the non-tested items during the interim phase, ﬁnal recall of the non-tested items was
equivalent to that of the interim-tested items. Thus, our results extend previous research showing that a testing
experience can beneﬁt the learning of non-tested material
(e.g., Chan et al., 2006; Little et al., 2012; Wissman et al.,
2011).
The differences in study-time allocation for non-tested
items in Experiment 1 compared to Experiments 2, 3, and
4 speak to the notion that a testing experience fosters
metacognitive sophistication among learners. Without a
testing experience, learners are prone to metacognitive
illusions, typically thinking that they know more than they
actually do (for reviews, see Bjork, 1999; Bjork et al., 2013).
One metacognitive illusion of particular interest in the current study was the foresight bias, an illusion of competence
that arises from information being present during study
but absent, yet solicited, at test (see Koriat & Bjork,
2005). As previously discussed, Koriat and Bjork (2006b)
showed that the experience-based debiasing procedure of
study-test practice alleviated the foresight bias for tested
items (i.e., backward pairs were allocated more subsequent
study time than forward pairs), but not for new items, concluding that testing alone does not help learners formulate
a general rule that can transfer beyond tested information.
However, results from the present Experiments 2, 3, and 4
cast doubt on such a strong conclusion. For non-tested
items in those experiments, participants allocated more
restudy time to backward pairs than to forward pairs, providing the ﬁrst empirical evidence, to our knowledge, that
experience-based debiasing of the foresight bias is not restricted to tested items. Thus, while it may be the case that
study-test practice does not alleviate the foresight bias for
new items, our results suggest that a testing experience
does seem to equip the learner with a rule regarding forward and backward associates that can be applied to previously presented, non-tested items, provided that the
non-tested items are restudied in the context of items that
were tested.
Admittedly, there may be alternative explanations for
our transfer effects. One possibility that was examined in
Experiment 4 was that the interim test encourages participants to engage in covert self-testing during the selfpaced restudy phase (e.g., by covering up, or directing
attention away from, the target word). Such an account
would be consistent with our ﬁnding that study time increased monotonically with item difﬁculty, and that ﬁnal
recall only narrowly favored interim-tested items in Experiment 2 and was equivalent across conditions in Experiment 3. However, given that relatively few participants
reported using self-testing during the self-paced restudy
phase in Experiment 4, we regard it as an unlikely mechanism responsible for the current transfer effects. This result
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is consonant with Karpicke’s (2009) ﬁnding that learners,
when regulating their own learning after retrieval practice,
by and large do not choose to practice retrieval during subsequent study phases despite the fact that such a strategy
would bolster learning. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that
the explanation for our transfer effects—whether they can
be attributed to a learned rule, covert self-testing, or some
other mechanism—is not entirely clear and should be the
focus of future research.
Another, more general metacognitive illusion was alleviated for non-tested items in the current study. Consider
the ﬁnding that participants in the interim-restudy group
in Experiment 1 restudied items no longer than interimtest participants restudied correctly recalled items. Such
short study times in the interim-restudy group may have
reﬂected an illusion of knowing, whereby having already
been familiarized with the items during two subsequent
study phases, participants experienced a heightened sense
of processing ﬂuency upon the items’ third presentation
and, consequently, erroneously predicted that the items
had already been learned.4 Such an illusion was ameliorated
in Experiments 2, 3, and 4, in which all participants were
tested on only half of the items during the interim. Speciﬁcally, restudy times for non-tested items fell in between
restudy times for previously recalled and unrecalled interim-test items, reﬂecting what may have been a sensible
strategy by the learner. To expand on this possibility, interim-test items were either previously recalled or not, which
effectively informed learners of the items that needed further study. For non-tested items, however, the learner did
not know whether these items would have been recalled
had they been tested, an uncertainty that may have been reﬂected in participants studying non-tested items longer than
previously recalled items, but not as long as previously unrecalled items.
Comparing the differences in study time allocation and
ﬁnal recall in Experiments 1 and 3, we are reminded of the
powerful inﬂuence of one experimental factor: namely,
whether variable(s) of interest are manipulated betweenor within-subjects (see McDaniel & Bugg, 2008, for a general discussion on this issue). Experiments 1 and 3 were
identical except that interim-testing vs. interim-restudying was manipulated between-subjects in Experiment 1
(i.e., one group of participants was tested on the items,
whereas another group restudied the items) and withinsubjects in Experiment 3 (i.e., all participants were tested
on half of the items and restudied the remaining items).
Unlike in Experiment 1, non-tested items in Experiment
3 proﬁted from enhanced self-regulated learning, boosting
their ﬁnal recall to the level of tested items, thus eliminating the ﬁnal recall advantage typically observed for tested
items. Future research might examine the durability of
these recall results, especially given that testing effects
are often only revealed after relatively long retention intervals (see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).

4
Given that interim-restudy participants in Experiment 1 allocated more
time to unrelated pairs than both forward and backward pairs suggests that
the generally short restudy times in this group cannot be attributed to
fatigue. If this were the case, we would expect short restudy times that
were insensitive to item difﬁculty.
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That a ﬁnal recall advantage was observed for tested
items between-subjects (Experiment 1), but not withinsubjects (Experiments 3 and 4), is consonant with work
on a closely related phenomenon, the generation effect,
which is the ﬁnding that information generated from memory (e.g., generating the opposite word when presented
with hot-???) is better remembered than information that
is simply read (for a review, see Bertsch, Pesta, Wiscott, &
McDaniel, 2007; Slamecka & Graf, 1978). DeWinstanley
and Bjork (2004; see also Bjork, DeWinstanley, & Storm,
2007) had participants ﬁrst read a passage that included
both to-be-generated and to-be-read information, which
resulted in learners experiencing the generation effect.
Next, participants read a new passage—again containing
to-be-generated and to-be-read information—but this time
no generation effect materialized because learners applied
a generation-based strategy to the to-be-read information.
Critically, participants who were denied the experience of
the generation effect did not show the enhanced encoding
of subsequent to-be-read items. Thus, the experience of
generation—like the experience of testing in the current
study—enhanced subsequent encoding.
Given that participants in the current study chose to devote relatively more subsequent study time to previously
unrecalled items and that study times were, in general,
sensitive to item difﬁculty, we note that our results are
generally consistent with extant theories of study time
allocation—speciﬁcally, the discrepancy-reduction model
(Dunlosky & Hertzog, 1998; Dunlosky & Thiede, 1998)
and the region of proximal learning model (Metcalfe,
2002; Metcalfe & Kornell, 2005)—both of which assert that
learners will allocate relatively more time to information
that is perceived to be unlearned. The current study provides evidence that explicit memory tests are particularly
effective in equipping learners with knowledge regarding
what has and has not been learned and shows that such
knowledge can inform subsequent study of non-tested
material. Furthermore, that ﬁnal recall proﬁted from participants selectively directing their restudy efforts to unlearned material is consistent with previous work
showing that learners can beneﬁt more from making their
own study decisions than if those decision are made for
them (Kornell & Metcalfe, 2006; Nelson et al., 1994).

Concluding comment
In a review of the literature on study-time allocation, Son
and Kornell (2008) noted, ‘‘The most important objective of
research on study time allocation. . .is to uncover ways of
improving efﬁciency’’ (p. 348). We agree with this statement
and have uncovered one such way—namely, by providing
learners with an interim-testing experience. Following such
an experience, learners subsequently studied more efﬁciently and effectively than they did when no such test
was taken. Furthermore, such test-potentiated self-regulated learning—including the alleviation of the foresight
bias—can transfer to non-tested material when that material is restudied in the context of items that are tested. To
illustrate a practical implication of the current work, consider an instructor who, after giving a full lecture, quizzes
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his or her students on a subset of that lecture’s content before dismissing the students from class. Our data suggest a
provocative conclusion—namely, that when the students
restudy that lecture content on their own, their self-regulated learning will be enhanced—for both the quizzed and
non-quizzed material—compared to if no quiz was given.
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